OT SCREEN
Name:
Date of Screen:
Birthdate:
Age:
Evaluator:
Age In Months

Item

11 months

Removes ring from stacker
Superior Pincer (tip to tip)
Places 3 or more cubes in cup
Will engage in play at midline

12 months

Horizontal movement of toy on surface
Holds 2 cubes in one hand
Turns pages of book (2-3 @ a time)
Places round shape in formboard
Places large peg in pegboard

13-15 months

Builds tower of 2 cubes
Places 6 cubes in a cup
Scribbles spontaneously
Grasp: overhand, pronated

16-18 months

Builds tower of 3 cubes
Circle & Square into simple formboard
Puts lid on box with demo
Unwraps cube in paper

19-24 months

Imitates vertical & circular strokes
Strings large bead with demo
Turns pages, 1@ a time
Builds tower of 6 cubes
Attempts snips at paper with scissors
Separates pop bead
Inserts 3 shapes in formboard

Comments

25-30 months

Turns door knobs & unscrews lids
Folds paper once imitatively
Builds tower of 8 cubes
Places rings on stander
Snips Rotates puzzle pieces
String 3 large beads
Holds pencil in fingers not palm

30-36 months

Builds tower of 10 cubes
Imitates 3 block bridge
Copies Circle
Imitates Cross
Snips at paper with scissors

3 years

Shows hand preference 4 of 5 times
Turns key of wind up toy
Cuts on straight line, ¼ of line
Stings ½ inch beads
Grasps pencil in tripod grasp*
*or comparable adaption
Imitates square

4 years

Copies block train with chimney
Copies 3 block bridge
Copies cross
Copies square
Traces on line
Completes 10 piece knobless puzzle
Draws 2-4 part person
Adjusts paper while cutting
Folds paper 3 times in imitation

5 years

Copies triangle
Copies first name
Colors within lines (define)
Draws recognizable man, 6+ parts
Cuts squares and circles
Draws a triangle with example
Completes up to 20 piece puzzles
Can throw and catch a ball

